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Offering you choice
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Solutions to improve the quality of life
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Bridging the understanding gap

Bridging the understanding gap

Life is on

We are sensitive to the needs of everyone who  
depends on our knowledge, ideas and care. And by  
creatively challenging the limits of technology, we  
develop innovations that help people hear, understand 
and experience more of life’s rich soundscapes.

Interact freely. Communicate with confidence. 
Live without limit. Life is on.

www.phonak-us.com/school
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RogerTM for Education

The sound of the voice is picked up by the Roger
microphones and sent to the Roger receivers that are
connected to the hearing aids or cochlear implants.

Please contact your hearing care professional to learn 
more about Roger for Education.



Active participation in the  
modern classroom 

A modern classroom is made up of many elements 
which create a dynamic learning environment.
From peer-to-peer work and lectures to activities 
which include various forms of multimedia, it’s a place 
designed for both students and teachers to participate, 
engage, discuss and truly interact.

The Roger for Education portfolio includes carefully 
designed products to suit every student and every 
situation. From the new Roger Touchscreen Mic and 
the Roger Pass-around, to a variety of Roger receivers, 
soundfield speaker systems and other classroom 
devices, complexity is reduced and children can hear  
it all!

Roger for Education portfolio

Pick up the sound... ... and bring it to the child

Roger Touchscreen Mic
Simple and intuitive microphone for 
the teacher to wear around the neck 
or place on a table to pick up speech 
from a group of students.

Roger Pass-around
Student microphone that can be 
passed from one student to another, 
allowing the child with a hearing loss 
to hear not only the teacher but also 
classmate comments.

Roger Multimedia Hub
Can be connected to any multi-
media device used in a classroom  
or used as a standalone media 
transmitter by an individual student 
listening to an audiobook.

With several styles of Roger receivers available, 
there is a solution for every child, regardless of 
the hearing technology they are currently using.

Roger design-integrated receivers
These discreet Roger receivers 
perfectly complement the sleek 
contours of a Phonak hearing aid. 

Roger X
The miniature universal Roger
receiver is compatible with virtually 
all hearing aids, implants and 
streamers.

Roger MyLink
An easy-to-use Roger receiver 
worn around the neck and 
compatible with any hearing 
aid or cochlear implant with 
T-Coil.

Roger Focus
A discreet receiver for those who 
struggle in noise e.g. children with 
UHL, APD or ASD.


